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About Us
For over 17 years, Fifteen Group have worked with the
hospitality sector to meet the ever changing needs and
demands of hotels, restaurants and venues.
Whatever area of hospitality you’re in, Fifteen Group have
a solution for you. We provide award winning technology
solutions and partner with the best in technology products to
ensure the hospitality industry is Smarter through Technology.
Providing telecommunications, IT and software solutions,
Fifteen Group can design, install and support no matter what
your technology requirements, so you can concentrate on
enhancing the customer experience.
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In-Hotel Software
Cost effective solutions for hotels providing easier
bookings, billings and administration.
Ideal for hotels of up to 120 rooms, this easy to use platform
is designed to increase your staff productivity, enhance the
guest experience and significantly lower your running costs.

Our systems:
Complete room booking, billing & hotel administration •
Easy to use interface •
Integrates with telephone systems •

In-Hotel Business Benefits
Increase Productivity Levels:
Time-saving features for staff

Easy to use:
Minimal / no training required

Enhance customer service:
Faster check-ins, check outs

Always on 24/7
Browser-based; remote access

Lower costs:
Single initial cost, no recurring monthly fees

Easy, flexible and faster billing:
Rooms, variable VAT, calls and more

On-board application:
No extra PC hardware or maintenance

Hotel room management:
Real-time status dashboard

PMS System
Connectivity
For larger hoteliers, who require connectivity
between their NEC phone system to a 3rd
party PMS System.
This includes systems like Fidelio, Amadeus, Protel,
Brilliant, with full voicemail integration.
For these hotels the UNIVERGE SV9100 communication
server is a state of the art system that can be equipped
with a PMS interface.
Fifteen Group provide the total solution for the
hospitality sector ensuring it is always Smarter through
Technology. As you grow, the demand on technology
solutions to support that growth increases.

“We advise and support
businesses so the real value
goes beyond technology.”
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A fully integrated system,
which can provide:
• Voicemails
• Wake up calls
• Multiple check ins and check outs
• Bidirectional information passed
between PMS & NEC phone system

NEC Telephone Systems
Fifteen Group partner with NEC to provide the latest
in communications technology.
These are specifically designed to meet the needs of small
to mid-sized and also cater for the larger hotel.
Local hotels can benefit from the knowledge and experience
available on a global level to drive operational efficiency and
deliver the right service level to their guests.
An effective telephone system is of paramount importance
especially during your busiest times.

Our systems:
• Are robust and reliable
• Have a long life cycle
• Provide you with low TCO
and full functionality
• Offer capacity to expand
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Wireless
Solutions
Fifteen Group offer a choice of wireless technologies
for the hospitality market.
IP DECT - For onsite wireless voice, data and messaging.
Applications such as messaging, corporate directory and presence
are easily integrated.
Managed internet access via a Wi-Fi management gateway keeps
guests connected.
Wireless solutions to improve staff and guest experiences.

Increasing
Staff Mobility
When staff are easy to contact and can be directed to
prioritised activities, the hotel’s efficiency is increased,
adding more to the bottom line.
Our mobile solutions make staff accessible at all times
via a single personal number, no matter where they are.

“These solutions can also give staff
access to information and applications
while they are on the move.”
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Telephone Fraud
Protection
Telephone systems are increasingly at risk from organised hackers.
Attacks can happen out of hours and in worst case
scenarios, can lead to severe financial losses.

NEC Toll Fraud Guard is:

NEC Toll Fraud Guard provides effective defence
24 hours, 7 days a week.

• Low cost with no PC required

• Tailored to specific business needs
• In built with SV9100 & SL2100

“Making sure your business is protected
and safe from hackers.”
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Telephone
Maintenance
We provide ongoing support and technical advice after the
installation of a telephone system, for complete peace of mind.
Support
Available 8am to 6pm,
7 days a week

Call Outs
Included for general and
network operator faults

Helpdesk
Telephone and remote
support for users

Quick Response
4 working hours to major system faults and
16 working hours to minor system faults

Hardware Replacement
Faulty hardware replaced, even when due
to power surges and lightning strikes

“Even if we didn’t install your
original system, we can still provide
maintenance and support.”
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Reliable IT
Technology
Including onsite and offsite servers,
storage and virtualisation solutions.
Our IT servers and storage solutions provide efficient and
reliable services, 24/7 and all year round.
Desktop virtualisation can provide you with many additional
benefits including giving hotel staff quick, secure access to files
and data, anywhere, anytime, generating both cost and time
savings for a better focus on guest service.

Characterised by:
Outstanding performance •
Extreme power efficiency •
Simplified serviceability •
High quality •
Reliability •

“Ensure your IT solutions can be relied
upon, so that you can focus on keeping
your guest services running smoothly.”

Excellent value •
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Public Wi-Fi
With multiple benefits for both customer and
business, there has never been a better time to
embrace what free Wi-Fi has to offer.
Delivered over a virtual private network (VPN), making it secure and private,
there is no need to worry that your data or your customer’s data is at risk.
Capitalise on flexible working:
Hotels and venues that offer free Wi-Fi are extremely
popular as a place for meetings and remote working.

Increase time spent on premises:
Businesses with free Wi-Fi see an increase in the time
customers spend on their premises.

Accumulate customer data:
Target special offers, products and services, with a
better understanding of your customers.

Put your business on the map:
Boost your business in the google rankings and
increase visibility in google maps.

Reinforce your brand:
Increases the recognition of your brand with a public
Wi-Fi landing page.

Attract new customers:
Venues that offer free Wi-Fi can attract new
guests and a new audience.

Improving
Guest Safety
With Alarming & Mobilisation, MobiBox integrates
communications with your business process, information
and security system.
Notifications can be delivered via a staff member by text or voice message
or a notification by email, SMS, SNMP and relay contacts (e.g. sirene)
It connects with external applications such as:

Electronic
Paging
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Fire
Alarm

Building
Management

Workflow
Systems

Data Cabling
Fifteen Group make sure all your systems are networked
together providing an efficient and effective system.
This can include till systems, printers, Wi-Fi and much
more. Your data cables form the foundation of your
system and we can work with existing cabling or provide
a brand new network around your infrastructure.

Managed
IT Support
Fifteen Group provide managed IT support
out of office hours and at weekends.
So when you encounter an IT problem during your
busiest times, we can work to resolve it as quickly
as we can.

Offering IT support for:

Our tailored IT support packages provide assistance
remotely and on site where IT engineers resolve
problems that can’t be fixed through our IT help desk.

• Network security

It’s in our interests to fix a fault as soon as possible so
customers can always be assured of a speedy response.

• Data security and back-up

• Network infrastructure
• Cloud applications
• Software licensing & wireless technology

“T his allows you to manage budgets and
improve productivity within your workforce
all from one company – Fifteen Group.”
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